CARDIO EQUIPMENT

EXCITE

EXCITE RUN 600

EXCITE BIKE 1000

EXCITE SYNCHRO 1000

EXCITE RECLINE 1000

EXCITE VARIO 600

EXCITE TOP 1000

EXCITE
The Excite range is trusted by 20 million users everyday in over 10,000 facilities worldwide. This range of market leading fitness equipment is based on the latest research,
bringing you engaging training workouts and smarter consoles, presented in Technogym’s signature sleek design.

PROGRAMS & TESTING

TRACK YOUR DATA

The Excite range comes with a variety of programs designed to help you
reach your goals. With programs designed for a range of workout objectives
including weight loss, performance improvement and heart rate training.
Excite also comes with the TEST function, the tests available include
Submaximal, Maximal and Military tests.

Every machine comes with an integrated QR code and NFC tag so you can
track your data using your smartphone and the mywellness app. Using
these codes you can also access instructional videos for additional exercise
guidance.

STRENGTH EQUIPMENT

SELECTION PRO

CHEST PRESS

LEG CURL

LAT MACHINE

LEG PRESS

SHOULDER PRESS

LOW ROW

LEG EXTENTION

MULTIPOWER

TOTAL ABDOMINAL

SELECTION PRO
Selection Pro provides the ultimate strength training experience and thanks to its modular design, you can put emphasis on the areas you want to train most. The plate
loaded training equipment is ideal for working on building muscle tone and improving your endurance. Using your smartphone, scan the QR codes to track your workout
and find additional exercise guidance.

EASY-TO-READ PLACARD

SMART PIN

TOTAL COMFORT

OPTIMAL GRIP

Designed to give guidance during
training, the informational placard
explains how to set up equipment
and which muscles the exercise
will target. By scanning the QR
code with your smartphone, you
will obtain exercise guidance and
be able to track your workout.

Load selection is now easier than
ever thanks to the weight stack pin
with pre-tensioned cable that
doesn’t jam between the weight
stacks.
The 2.5kg/5lb plate integrated into
the top of the weight stack helps
you to increase the load gradually.

Don’t worry about where to leave
your belongings, place your bottle,
phone and personal objects in the
dedicated holders and enjoy your
training!

The design and material of the
hand grips provide a better grip for
every hand so you can maximise
contact and workout in total
comfort during pushing and pulling
movements.

SKILL
EVENTS
LINE

SKILL LINE

SKILLMILL CONNECT

SKILLROW

SKILL LINE
The SKILL LINE has been developed by Technogym in response to the growing demand in the fitness industry for products that offer versatility, performance
features and progression. Each product within the SKILL LINE features MULTIDRIVE TECHNOLOGY, patented technology which allows you to train both cardio
and power. SKILL LINE products can help you to improve all aspects of your performance by allowing you to train in four different modalities, POWER, SPEED,
STAMINA and AGILITY. Unleash the athlete inside you.
SKILLMILL

SKILLROW

A unique solution offering a huge variety of workout routines to train all the
body’s energy systems. The only non-motorised, curved product that allows
users to switch between resistance-free running and an all-out sled push.

The first fully connected indoor rowing machine that trains both cardio and
power, thanks to its sport-specific design, exclusive technology and
performance-oriented workouts.

SKILLMILL is non-motorised, meaning its speed is controlled exclusively by
your force. To speed up, place your weight on your toes and move to the
front of the belt; to slow down place your weight on your heels and move to
the back.
By simply shifting the MULTIDRIVE lever, you can quickly switch from
resistance-free running, to an all-out sled push. Try out a variety of positions
on the dual handlebar to work different muscle groups and use the console
to track your performance in time, speed, wattage and distance.

Developed in collaboration with Olympic rowing champions, SKILLROW
allows you to train power as well as cardio. Simply turn the dial to level 1, 2
or 3 on the power setting to add additional magnetic resistance and perform
reps-based strength exercises.

POWER

SPEED

STAMINA

AGILITY

The resistance delivered by SKILLROW was designed to follow the natural
curve of a stroke in the water giving a unique feel of rowing on water. The
resistance is more gradual making the movement fluid throughout and
avoiding the backlash effect on the lower back.

KINESIS STATIONS

KINESIS

PRESS STATION

KINESIS STATIONS
Enjoy more motivating and inspiring workouts with KINESIS STATIONS. With a wide variety of movement patterns and routines on each different station you can
enjoy a varied and bespoke functional workout each time. These unique products combine the benefits of functional strength training with the simplicity of
conventional strength equipment. By having a full range of free movement you activate complete kinetic chains and specific muscle groups. Offering countless
combinations of movements, whether you are a beginner or advanced user, Kinesis Stations provide a natural and progressive training experience.
FULLGRAVITY TECHNOLOGY

MOVEMENT CONTROL

MYWELLNESS APP

RECOMMENDED FOR

This patented technology and
cable loop system with 360
degree rotation allows you to
move tri-dimensionally so you can
perform natural, unlimited and
effective movements. Full Gravity
Technology activates complete
kinetic
chains,
rather
than
individual muscles.

Thanks to the dual weight stacks,
each cable controls a single
independent
resistance
level.
Meaning you have free movement
on each cable with no adjustment
needed whilst still increasing the
resistance depending on the range
and angle of movement.

Download the mywellness app to
check your training programme,
view exercise videos online and
keep track of your activity and
achievements. Scan the QR code
on the equipment to access virtual
training videos offering step-bystep guidance from exercise
professionals.

•
•
•

Improving movements you make
in your daily activities or in
specific sports
Improving strength, coordination,
flexibility, posture and breathing
control
Exercising individual muscles and
entire muscle groups, helping you
to become stronger, while also
improving core skills such as
balance, flexibility and stability

